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Seminis is more than just a breeder of  
vegetable seeds. It provides solutions for  
sustainability, from seeds to pesticides,  
harvest and storage! We work together with 
a range of partners to fulfill your needs.

Did you visit one of our open days?

Seminis Experience iX
Bazoches in Dunois,
France

Revisit and experience 
the iX onions open 
day in France once 

more by scanning this 
QR code.
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Seminis seeds promise high growth potential and give  
growers the freedom to concentrate on what really counts.  
Their goals. Their passions. Their future.

Seminis iX Enkhuizen Open days 
‘Your coloured path to success!’
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Getting the best results together

Seminis has grown into one of the biggest breeders of
vegetable seeds in the world. That success is undoubtedly the  
result of our continuous efforts to offer our customers,
in any place, any time, the best seeds and the right support.

Our strategy is determined by three elements:

Unique needs 
We gather our knowledge from all over the world and apply it to local solutions.
In doing so, we listen to growers to understand the unique challenges they face
together with them we look for the best products and solutions.

Meaningful innovation 
Seminis uses extensive technological knowledge about seeds and vegetable cultivation to  
develop hybrids with the highest added value for the customers. Our customer can rely on us  
to supply seeds that excel in terms of yield, production, flavour and nutritional value and  
that are better equipped to cope with unfavourable conditions, pests and diseases.

Minimising crop risks together
We guarantee our customers worldwide support. Before, during and after their purchase.  
We work together to combine all the knowledge, experience and cultivation options
with the right quality varieties to minimise the cultivation risks.

Seminis gives you the freedom to fully focus on your goals and true passion:
growing the best possible crops and building a successful business with a prosperous future.

Feeding the rapidly growing global population is  
no easy task. The people who grow our daily fare do  
their very best to produce enough - and affordable - food.  
To do so, they need to work with top-quality seeds and  
have access to professional support and technical  
knowledge. And that’s exactly what Seminis offers.
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Shakito (SVND0363)

Very early Rijnsburger:  
Quality from the field and from storage 

-  Very rapid maturing combined with high yield potential  
and excellent skin retention

-   Flexible use: Marketed from the field or for medium term storage
-   Thin neck and very firm bulbs.

Barito

Our earliest storage variety in the  
Rijnsburger/American type

- Early, very high yield Rijnsburger/American onion
- Rapid maturing and good skin retention
-   Flexible, as suitable both for early marketing and for storage  

into the winter months
- Characterised by extremely high reliability over the years
- Very strong leaf health

Summer, early maturing

NEW!



SV3557ND

A fast maturing Rijnsburger with good storage

- Early to medium-early Rijnsburger onion with long storage life 
-  High-yield firm onion with attractive, light-brown colour 
- Very good skin retention

RS 07751481

An attractive onion variety in the early Rijnsburger 
segment with option of very long storage

- Medium-early Rijnsburger onion
-   High uniformity, combined with a good neck closure
-   Very firm onion, particularly suited to long storage as a result  

of late sprouting 
- Good leaf health

Sunnito

“Best in class” with respect to shape and appearance

- Medium-early Rijnsburger
- Uniform, medium-sized onion
- Good storage characteristics
- Flexible, as can be marketed from August to April

Packito (SV8528ND)

A medium-early onion with excellent quality 
for long storage

- Good root vigour and vigorous, healthy foliage
-   High and stable yield potential from the field and after storage
-   Our best storage onion with respect to shape and colour
-      Stands out in storage through high yield, outstanding skin firmness  

and very firm bulbs

Summer, medium-early 
maturing with long storage

NEW!
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Rockito (SV3700ND)

Longest storage life owing to outstanding skin firmness 
and very high resistance to pressure in the onion

- New, innovative Rijnsburger in the medium-late range
- Uniform, high quality bulbs due to vigorous rooting system
-   Double security through: 

High sprouting tolerance following long storage and having  
very good resistance to pressure throughout storage

Bennito

The quality onion for long storage

- Rijnsburger with medium-late maturity 
- Large and stable shape
- Our standard variety for long storage
- Proven over many years use in the UK and Nordics

Bossito (SV1332ND)  

Later maturing onion with very good skin quality, 
bulb firmness and sprouting tolerance 

-  Suitable for the longest storage due to excellent bulb firmness  
and high quality skin 

-   High percentage of good onions after storage
-   Very uniform round shape
-   Strong sprouting tolerance 

Summer, medium-late  
maturing with longest storage life

NEW!
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Bayer - Crop Science
Monsanto UK Ltd
230 Science Park

Cambridge CB4 0WB
United Kingdom

Tel: +44 1223 226 500

Onion range (sorted by type and maturing)
Variety Type Colour Maturity Firmness Storage
Dried onions, summer, North-West Europe type
Barito Rijnsburger/American light brown early good good
Shakito (SVND0363) Rijnsburger bronze early very good very good
SV3557ND Rijnsburger light-brown medium-early very good very good
RS 07751481 Rijnsburger brown medium-early very good very good
Sunnito Rijnsburger brown medium-early very good very good
Packito (SV8528ND) Rijnsburger bronze medium-early very good very good
Rockito (SV3700ND) Rijnsburger brown medium-late very good very good
Bennito Rijnsburger brown medium-late very good very good
Bossito (SV1332ND) Rijnsburger brown medium-late very good very good

For further information on programming any of the varieties in your area contact your local Seminis representative.

Customer Service UK & Nordics
00800 - 20 00 11 06 / +44 1733 902712
uksales@seminis.com 

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

All information concerning the products given orally or in writing by any entity of Bayer Group or its employees or agents, including the information 
in this brochure, is given in good faith, but is not to be taken as a representation or warranty by this entity as to the performance or suitability of 
those products, which may depend on local climatic conditions and other factors. Bayer Group and all its entities assume no liability for any such 
information. This information shall not form part of any contract with any entity of Bayer Group unless otherwise specified in writing.

www.seminis.co.uk

© 2020 Bayer Group. All rights reserved. 
Seminis® is a registered trademark of Bayer Group.

Anders Christensen
Technical Account Manager
Nordics and Baltics

+45 29212996
anders.christensen@bayer.com


